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Purpose
Prop. 26 would allow in-person sports gambling at tribal casinos and horse racetracks,
as well as additional gambling games such as craps and roulette at tribal casinos. A
Native American tribe’s authority to offer such games would need to be negotiated with
the state.
Background
In the past 100 years, U.S. gambling laws have changed greatly. In 1931, Nevada became the
first state to legalize gambling in an effort to recover from the Great Depression.1 More than 30
years later, Maryland and New Jersey became the next two states to legalize gambling
statewide.2 In 1979, the Seminole tribe of the southeastern U.S. authorized the first reservation
gambling site of high stakes bingo.3 Almost a decade later, in 1988, Congress passed the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) which provided a national framework for tribal gaming in the US.4
After IGRA, additional states began legalizing gambling on tribal lands, but many still limited
what type of gambling was permitted, including not allowing dice games or roulette. The first
California state tribal compacts, which are agreements between the state government and a
tribe authorizing the tribe to engage in gambling, were approved in 1998. Later that year, the
voters approved Prop. 5, which was titled the “California Indian Self-Reliance Act,” and required
the state to enter into a compact with California tribes to offer certain types of gambling.
However, the California Supreme Court struck down Prop. 5 as unconstitutional, which created
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uncertainty over the legality of existing and future state compacts authorizing tribal gambling.5
In 2000, the Legislature placed Prop. 1A on the November 2000 ballot, which amended the state
constitution to expressly permit Indian tribes to operate slot machines, lottery games, and
certain card games on tribal lands, if a state compact were approved.6 Since 2000, tribal
gambling has grown in California: 66 tribal casinos in 28 counties currently operate in California
and generate $8.5 billion of funding per year.7
Although many tribes across the US are able to offer gambling games such as roulette or craps,
Proposition 1A only authorized a limited number of gambling games on tribal lands. As of now,
California tribal casinos can offer games like slot machines and various card games like
blackjack and poker. State law prohibits other common types of casino gambling, like dice
games and roulette.8 Until recently, federal law prohibited sports betting. A 2018 Supreme Court
decision, however, overturned that law, effectively allowing states to decide whether to legalize
the practice of sports betting.9 Since then, a majority of states have legalized regulated sports
betting markets.10 However, in California, sports betting remains illegal under state law.11
Proposal
Prop. 26 would do four primary things.12 First, it would authorize additional gaming activities at
tribal casinos, making them more comparable to the range of games offered in Las Vegas
casinos. Specifically, Prop. 26 would amend the California Constitution to authorize roulette and
games played with dice at tribal casinos. A tribe could only offer these additional games after it
negotiates a new tribal compact with the state. (However, if the state and a tribe cannot agree
on a compact, the federal government has the right to issue a compact instead.)
Second, Prop. 26 would authorize in-person sports wagering at tribal casinos and horse
racetracks, but the measure would still prohibit wagering on high school and college sports.
Tribes would need to negotiate a new tribal compact to offer sports wagering.
Third, Prop. 26 would impose a sport wagering tax of 10% on sports wagers made at racetracks,
minus the prize payouts. Collected tax revenues would be deposited in the California Sports
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Wagering Fund (CSWF), of which, after subtracting regulatory costs, 15% would go to the
California Department of Public Health to fund gambling addiction and mental health programs,
15% to the Department of Justice for enforcement of gambling laws, and 70% to California’s
general fund. The 10% tax would not apply to sports wagering at tribal casinos; however, tribal
compacts for gambling may require payments to state and local governments, potentially
including payments into the CSWF.
Finally, Prop. 26 authorizes new civil enforcement tools and penalties against people breaking
gambling laws, including injunctions to stop violators from engaging in illegal activity and fines
up to $10,000 per violation. A civil enforcement action may be brought by the California Attorney
General (AG). For certain gambling laws, like laws banning certain types of card games, Prop. 26
also provides a private right of action allowing people or entities to directly sue violators if they
first request that the AG file a court case and he or she either declines or fails to do so within 90
days.
Possible Conflict
Prop. 26 is not the only measure on this year’s ballot to expand the forms of legal gambling in
California. A competing measure, Prop. 27, would legalize online (rather than in-person) sports
gambling throughout the state. Many of the tribes supporting Prop. 26 are opposing Prop. 27.13
Under the California Constitution, if voters approve two or more ballot measures at the same
election that conflict, the one that receives the most “yes” votes goes into effect. Prop. 27
includes a finding that Prop. 27 complements and does not conflict with Prop. 26; however, it is
up to a court to determine whether two measures conflict.14
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of Prop. 26 could vary significantly depending on the exact agreements made
between tribes and the state of California. According to the Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO), in
general, the bill would have two main fiscal impacts.15 First, taxes imposed on various types of
gambling activity would increase state revenue, which the LAO estimates in the tens of millions
of dollars annually. Second, Prop. 26 would increase state regulatory and enforcement costs.
State agencies’ costs would go up to administer and enforce the new gambling rules, which the
LAO estimates could reach in the low tens of millions of dollars annually. According to the LAO,
some or all of these costs could be offset by the revenues from the new taxes that Prop. 26
would impose.
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Supporters
Supporters include:16
●

●
●

Native American tribes, such as: the Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians, the Agua
Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, the Dry Creek Rancheria Band of Pomo Indians, the
Rincon Band of Luiseño Indians, and the Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation
Public safety unions, including the Deputy Sheriff’s Association of San Diego County and
the San Diego Police Officers Association
Organizations such as the Baptist Ministers Conference of Los Angeles and Southern
California, the California branch of the NAACP, California Nations Indian Gaming
Association, and the Los Angeles Urban League

A longer list of supporters for Prop. 26 can be found at the official campaign website,
https://yeson26.com/our-coalition/.
As of September 15, 2022, proponents raised approximately $109.5 million.17 The Federated
Indians of Graton Rancheria was the largest donor, contributing $31.9 million.18
Arguments of Supporters
Supporters argue that Prop. 26 would:
●

●

●

Allow Californians to enjoy a highly regulated, safe, and positive sports wagering
environment. Prop. 26 takes an already existing black market of sports gambling and
legalizes it in a controlled manner at tribal casinos and horse racetracks, minimizing the
risk of underage gambling, while generating substantial tax revenue for the state.19
Bring revenue, economic development, and jobs to tribal communities, supporting tribal
self-sufficiency and enabling tribes to continue their legacy as responsible providers of
legal gaming in California.20
Help gaming tribes maintain and increase their aid to non-gaming California tribes, as
they have already done with over $1 billion in previous gaming revenue.21
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Opponents include:22
●
●
●
●
●

Casino companies, including the Bicycle Casino, Hollywood Park Casino, and the
Parkwest Casinos
California Republican Party23
Local governments, including San Jose, Citrus Heights, and Compton
Public sector labor unions, including AFSCME California
Business Associations, including the California Black Chamber of Commerce, California
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and Los Angeles County Business Federation

A longer list of opponents for Prop. 26 can be found at the official campaign website,
https://tasimcoalition.org/coalition-members/.
As of September 15, 2022, opponents raised approximately $41.9 million.24 California
Commerce Club, Inc., a poker casino company, was the largest donor, contributing $10.1
million.25
Arguments of Opponents
Opponents argue that Prop. 26 would:
●

●
●

Massively expand gambling in California, increasing the risk of underage gambling and
addiction. The wealthiest tribal casinos would increase their monopoly over gambling in
the state while paying almost nothing in state taxes.26
Harm private card rooms by incentivizing unnecessary and frivolous private lawsuits
against them.27
Jeopardize hundreds of millions of dollars of local revenue from local card rooms that
go to fund city infrastructure and vital services. If tribal casinos are able to offer a more
diverse array of gambling options, nontribal gambling entities won’t be able to
compete.28
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Conclusion
A YES vote on Prop. 26 would authorize in-person sports betting at horse racetracks and tribal
casinos, if their tribal compact allows it; impose a 10% tax on sports betting at racetracks; and
legalize roulette and dice game gambling at tribal casinos.
A NO vote on Prop. 26 would retain the prohibitions on sports betting and roulette and dice
gambling games in California.
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